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1. The Quest for Precision
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σ1 ±-1Ldt = 5.8-5.9 fb∫ = 8 TeV:  s
-1Ldt = 4.6-4.8 fb∫ = 7 TeV:  s








⇒ clear discovery at ∼ 125 GeV!
⇒ can be interpreted as the light(/heavy) CP-even MSSM Higgs
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The Higgs mass accuracy: experiment vs. theory:
Experiment:
ATLAS: Mexph = 125.36± 0.37± 0.18 GeV
CMS: Mexph = 125.03± 0.27± 0.15 GeV
combined: Mexph = 125.09± 0.21± 0.11 GeV
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The Higgs mass accuracy: experiment vs. theory:
Experiment:
ATLAS: Mexph = 125.36± 0.37± 0.18 GeV
CMS: Mexph = 125.03± 0.27± 0.15 GeV
combined: Mexph = 125.09± 0.21± 0.11 GeV
MSSM theory:
LHCHXSWG adopted FeynHiggs for the prediction of MSSM Higgs boson
masses and mixings (considered to be the code containing the most com-
plete implementation of higher-order corrections)
FeynHiggs: δMtheoh ∼ 3 GeV (now 1− 2 GeV?)
→ rough estimate, FeynHiggs contains algorithm to evaluate uncertainty,
depending on parameter point
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Working group on Mh predictions: sites.google.com/site/kutsmh
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The MSSM:
⇒ Superpartners for Standard Model particles
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8︸ ︷︷ ︸ (H1H¯1 −H2H¯2)2+
g2
2︸︷︷︸ |H1H¯2|2
gauge couplings, in contrast to SM
physical states: h0, H0, A0, H±
Goldstone bosons: G0, G±




, M2A = −m212(tanβ + cotβ )
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8︸ ︷︷ ︸ (H1H¯1 −H2H¯2)2+
g2
2︸︷︷︸ |H1H¯2|2
gauge couplings, in contrast to SM
physical states: h0, H0, A0, H±
2 CP-violating phases: ξ, arg(m12) ⇒ can be set/rotated to zero
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Z3 invariant NMSSM
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Z3 invariant NMSSM

























S = vs+ SR+ ISI














λ, κ, Aκ, MH±, tanβ, µeff = λvs
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Higgs spectrum:
CP−even : h1, h2, h3
CP−odd : a1, a2
charged : H+, H−
Goldstones : G0, G+, G−
Neutralinos:
µ→ µeff
compared to the MSSM: one singlino more
→ χ˜01, χ˜02, χ˜03, χ˜04, χ˜05
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Mass of the CP-odd Higgs:
MSSM :M2A = −m212(tanβ + cotβ ) = µB(tanβ + cotβ )
NMSSM : ”M2A” = µeffBeff(tanβ + cotβ )
with Beff = Aλ+ κ s, µeff = λ s ⇒ one very light a1
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Higgs coupling determination at e+e− collider:
recoil method: e+e− → ZH, Z → e+e−, µ+µ−
⇒ total measurement of Higgs production cross section
⇒ NO additional theoretical assumptions needed for absolute
determination of partial widths
⇒ all observable channels can be measured with high accuracy
⇒ Cross section needed with high precision, better than ∼ 1%
Available: SM cross section predictions at the 1% accuracy level
⇒ improvements necessary . . . full 2-loop calculations and more . . . ?!
⇒What about the MSSM cross sections?
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HL-LHC vs. ILC in the most general κ framework:
[P. Bechtle, S.H., O. St˚al, T. Stefaniak, G. Weiglein ’14]
no theory assumptions, full fit
⇒ strong improvement with the ILC
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Future expectations for κ (kappa-3 framework)
⇒ very roughly similar results
⇒ FCC-hh/-he/-ee appears better
⇒ FCC-hh uses different theory assumptions, uncertainties <∼ 1%
⇒ also remember different time scales!
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Needed for LHC/ILC/CLIC/. . . physics:
Precise and consistent prediction of
• Higgs boson masses
• Higgs boson mixings
• Higgs boson couplings
• Higgs boson production cross sections
• Higgs boson decay widths/branching ratios
• . . .
⇒ (partially) provided by FeynHiggs
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2. SUSY Higgs mass calculations
The “easy” case: MSSM:
Propagator/Mass matrix at tree-level:










q2 −m2H + ΣˆHH(q2) ΣˆHh(q2)
ΣˆhH(q




2) (i, j = h,H) : renormalized Higgs self-energies
CP-even fields can mix
⇒ complex roots of det(M2hH(q2)): M2hi(i = 1,2): M
2 =M2 − iMΓ
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Calculation of renormalized Higgs boson self-energies:
Σˆ(q2) = Σˆ(1)(q2) + Σˆ(2)(q2) + . . . + log resum










Structure of higher-order corrections at one-loop:









Large mt˜ ⇒ large L ⇒ resummation of logs necessary
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Codes on the market:













Obviously: quality depends on the details implemented
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Codes on the market:









3.) Hybrid codes: good always?!
− FeynHiggs ⇐ our code / best code :-)
− FlexibleEFTHiggs
− SPheno/SARAH
Obviously: quality depends on the details implemented
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Possible & necessary refinements of the EFT calculation:
• Inclusion of EWino mass scale in RGE’s
• Inclusion of gluino mass scale in RGE’s
• Inclusion of EW effects in RGE’s
• Inclusion of 3-loop RGEs plus 2-loop thresholds etc.
• “Two Higgs Doublet Model” below MS
• Splitting in the scalar top sector
• . . .
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Possible & necessary refinements of the EFT calculation:
• Inclusion of EWino mass scale in RGE’s
⇒ included into FeynHiggs
• Inclusion of gluino mass scale in RGE’s
⇒ included into FeynHiggs
• Inclusion of EW effects in RGE’s
⇒ included into FeynHiggs
• Inclusion of 3-loop RGEs plus 2-loop thresholds etc.
⇒ included into FeynHiggs
• “Two Higgs Doublet Model” below MS
⇒ private version of FeynHiggs exists, other code: MhEFT
• Splitting in the scalar top sector
⇒ future work
• . . .
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Impact of precise Mh calculation (I):




threshold corr. in EFT part:
One scale MSUSY, but large stop sector splitting, tanβ = 10:
⇒ important for large Xt (more in a moment)
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Impact of precise Mh calculation (II):
Impact of pole mass determination improvements:
(ask me details over coffee!)
One scale MSUSY, tanβ = 10:
⇒ calculation stabelized!
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Improved uncertainty estimate:
[H. Bahl, S.H., W. Hollik, G. Weiglein ’19 – PRELIMINARY]
⇒ reduced to 1-2 GeV (in simple single-scale scenario)
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Going beyond the MSSM: the FeynHiggs Ansatz
(taken from talk by [P. Drechsel] )
General idea: treat the MSSM part exactly as in the MSSM
⇒ any deviation from the MSSM can directly attributed
to the extended model!
⇒ kind of obvious, but only FeynHiggs does it . . .
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FeynHiggs and the NMSSM (taken from talk by [P. Drechsel] )
⇒ we need two-loop calculations rather from the Higgs/gauge sector than
from the genuine NMSSM t/t˜ sector!
⇒ those are not available and more complicated
⇒ NMSSM has intrinsically larger uncertainties than the MSSM
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3. MSSM Higgs production cross sections
Neutral Higgs production:
e+e− → hiZ, hiγ, hihj, hiνν¯, hie+e−, hitt¯, hib¯b, . . . (i, j = 1,2,3) .
Now available in the cMSSM at the full one-loop level:





few examples of each process, relevance of loop corrections




s, MH±, tanβ, φAt varied
− Scenario chosen such that many processes are possible at the same time
− not chosen to maximize loop corrections
































































































































⇒ loop corrections crucial!



















⇒ phase dependence more pronounced at loop-level
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⇒ loop corrections crucial

















⇒ possibly observable, loop corrections crucial
















⇒ pronounced phase dependence at the loop level
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e+e− → h1γ (purely loop induced): [F. Arco, S.H., C. Schappacher ’18]
⇒ relevant variation with scalar top sector
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e+e− → h1γ (purely loop induced): [F. Arco, S.H., C. Schappacher ’18]
⇒ relevant variation with chargino sector
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Charged MSSM Higgs Production at the LC
Charged Higgs production:
e+e− → H+H−, H±W∓, H±e∓ν, H±tb, . . .
Now available in the cMSSM at the full one-loop level:




few examples of each process, relevance of loop corrections
⇒ BACKUP
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4. Higgs boson decays in the (N)MSSM
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The FeynHiggs Ansatz for masses (taken from talk by [P. Drechsel] )
General idea: treat the MSSM part exactly as in the MSSM
⇒ any deviation from the MSSM can directly attributed
to the extended model!
⇒ kind of obvious, but only FeynHiggs does it . . .
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The FeynHiggs Ansatz for masses (taken from talk by [P. Drechsel] )
General idea: treat the MSSM part exactly as in the MSSM
⇒ any deviation from the MSSM can directly attributed
to the extended model!
⇒ kind of obvious, but only FeynHiggs does it . . .
⇒ same Ansatz for Higgs decays!
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What is included in FeynHiggs (so far):
Evaluation of all MSSM Higgs boson masses and mixing angles
• Mh1,Mh2,Mh3,MH± , αeff, Zij, Uij, . . . ⇒ precision disussed before
Evaluation of all neutral MSSM Higgs boson decay channels (so far)
• total decay width Γtot
• BR(hi → ff¯): decay to SM fermions: full 1L, running mq at 3L, Zij
• BR(hi → Z(∗)Z(∗),W (∗)W (∗)): decay to massive SM gauge bosons:
Prophecy4f ⊕ coupling factors, Uij
• BR(hi → γγ, gg): decay to massless SM gauge bosons:
NLO QCD, gg: NNLO, NNLL from SM, Uij
• BR(hi → hjZ(∗), hjhk): decay to gauge and Higgs bosons:
hjZ
(∗): Uij, hjhk: full 1L, log-resum, Zij
• BR(hi → f˜if˜j): decay to sfermions: Uij
• BR(hi → χ˜±i χ˜∓j , χ˜0i χ˜0j ): decay to charginos, neutralinos: Uij
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FeynHiggs “workflow”:
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Idea for this work: [slide from F. Domingo]
In the future: FeynHiggs 3.0
⇒ few numerical examples for the Higgs decays
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Overall (N)MSSM Higgs decay uncertainty estimates
• hi → qq¯: SM-like: SM NNLO QCD, EW NNLO, SUSY 2L: ∼ 5%
heavy: as SM-like, Sudakov logs: ∼ 5− 10%
• hi → ℓℓ¯: SM-like: <∼ 1%
heavy: Sudakov logs for very heavy Higgses <∼ 10%
• hi →WW (∗), ZZ(∗): SM-like: <∼ 1%
heavy: missing 2L (very small width): <∼ 50%
• hi → γγ, gg, γZ: γγ: NNLO QCD, EW: <∼ 4%
gg: NNLO QCD, EW: <∼ 4%
γZ: NLO: ∼ 5%
• hi → SUSY SUSY: [S.H., C. Schappacher ’14-’16]
1L effects 10− 20%, 2L?
• all decays: Uij, Zij: few %, effects close to threshold?
⇒ approaching LC precision for SM-like Higgs (not for heavy Higgses yet)
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5. Conclusinos
• High precision prediction for cross sections and branching ratios
are crucial for coupling constant determination
• Prediction (SM, MSSM, BMSSM) needed at/below the percent level!
• SUSY Higgs boson masses:
− hybrid approach is best ⇒ FeynHiggs
− MSSM: uncertainty in Mh reduced to 1-2 GeV
(in simple single-scale scenario)
− NMSSM: uncertainties intrisically larger, not calculaded
• MSSM Higgs production cross sections:
Now available in the cMSSM at the full one-loop level:
σ(e+e− → hihj), σ(e+e− → hiZ), σ(e+e− → hiγ)
σ(e+e− → H+H−), σ(e+e− → H±W∓)
− Tree-level procs: loop corrections crucial (e+e− → h1h2, h1Z, . . . , H+H−)
− Loop induced procs: possibly observable (e+e− → h1h1, h1γ, . . . , H±W∓)
⇒ polarization could be crucial!
⇒ possibly relevant MSSM parameter dependence
• (N)MSSM Higgs decays:
approaching LC precision for SM-like Higgs (not for heavy Higgses yet)
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Charged MSSM Higgs Production at the LC
Charged Higgs production:
e+e− → H+H−, H±W∓, H±e∓ν, H±tb, . . .
Now available in the cMSSM at the full one-loop level:




few examples of each process, relevance of loop corrections




s, MH±, tanβ, φAt varied
− Scenario chosen such that many processes are possible at the same time
− not chosen to maximize loop corrections


































































































































⇒ loop corrections non-negligible!




















⇒ loop corrections non-negligible!



















⇒ loop corrections sizable for large tanβ
⇒ no relevant complex phase dependence
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⇒ small loop-induced cross section . . .


















Polarization: P(e−) = +80%, P(e+) = −30%
⇒ crucial to yield detectable cross section!
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Bringing the NMSSM to the same level: NMSSM in the MSSM limit
[slide from F. Domingo]
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